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 A name that is respectfully recognized by Arab scholars as an exemplar of scholarship, citizenship and 
fidelity to one’s faith is the name of  ¨abdu §al-Ra£m~n §al-khal§l §ibn §a£mad §al-Far~h§d§, who is simply 
known as Al-Khal§l.(100-175H/719-791 AD). He was born in ¨um~n but lived and taught in Basrah. He 
traveled to Mecca every other year and came in contact with a variety of Arabic dialects. 
 By the accounts of the chroniclers, he was an ascetic and a  creative genius who devised many ways of 
looking into the Arabic language and its structure. The metrics of Arabic owe their formalization and 
foundations to him. He contemplated the classical pre- and post-Islamic Arabic poetry and captured its varied 
rhythms by reducing them to fourteen basic meters with their proper identities and proper labels, referred to as 
the science of §al-¨aruwd¨.  
 Although the prosodic feat would have been enough to immortalize him, §al-Khal§l is also known for 
his other linguistic innovations, one of the most significant is the design of the Arabic lexicon. He proposed 
that the root system in Arabic was constrained to roots of the bi-radicals to the quinque-radicals, and the roots 
that went outside these limits were either made up or borrowed lexical items. In his method, the anagrammatic 
method or the permutations of the radicals predicted all the possible words that may be derived from such 
roots with the proper inflectional or derivational modifications. In this design, he utilized the anagrammatic 
method by considering all the possible permutations of all the Arabic roots and their possible occurrences in 
the language, such as the root KTB with all its six possible permutations: ktb, kbt, tkb, tbk, bkt, and btk. Some 
of the results of such permutations were used, others were ignored.  A second innovation he introduced was to 
arrange the dictionary not in accordance with the alphabetical §alif, b~§, t~§, etc. sequence but phonetically; 
that is, starting with the throat letters,[¨], [£], etc., and ending with the lip letters [b] and [m]. The lexicon is 
called Kit~b §al-¨ayn (§al-Far~h§d§, 1980) ‘the book of §al-¨ayn’ with ¨ayn being the first throat letter by his 
estimation. This lexicon became the model and inspiration for subsequent lexicographers, who copied, 
incorporated, modified, summarized and found other ways of accounting for the lexical items of Arabic but  
never overlooked the work of §al-Khal§l. 
 §al-Khal§l was also a grammarian. He included much phonological, morphological, syntactic and 
dialectal material in his lexicon, although we have no systematic book on grammar attributed to him despite 
some claims of attributing kit~b §al-®umal fiy §al-na£w (§al-Far~h§d§, 1985), to him. His grammatical theory 
and insights have found their way into the work of his most prominent student, S§bawayh (S§bawayh, 1881) 
beyond what is found in his lexicon. S§bawayh is probably the most revered name among the grammarians of 
Arabic. In his book, called simply §al-kit~b, he quotes many of the former and contemporary linguists. The 
man most frequently quoted in this book is §al-Khal§l. He is quoted over 600 times on various topics of 
grammar (Troupeau, 1976: pp. 228-230). This bespeaks not only of the close relationship between master and 
disciple, but of the weight that S§bawayh gave the ideas and grammatical analyses of his master. The present 
treatise is part of the introduction to Kit~b §al-¨ayn (§al-Far~h§d§, 1980: pp. 47-60). 
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-رىُّصْ البَ  أحمدَ نُ ب  الخليلُ هُفَلَّهذا ما أ  ) ٤٧ص  (
 : من حروف - عليه االلهِرحمةُ

  مـدارَ   به فكانَ  مع ما تكلَّمتْ  ، ]ث، ت، ب، ا  [ 
ا شيء أراد   لفاظهم فلا يخرج منه   كلام العرب وأ  

الهـا  رفَ به العربُ مـن أشـعارها وأمث       عْأن تَ 
يء من ذلك، فأعْمَـلَ     ومخاطباتها فلا يشذُّ عنه ش    

ل بْتَدِىءَ التأليفَ مـن أوّ    كرَه فيه فَلَم يُمْكِنْه أنْ يَ     ف
 الألف حـرف    لأنّ. وهو الألف ، ]ث ،ت، ب، ا[

تَـدِيءَ  معتلّ فلما فاته الحرفُ الأول كـرهَ أن يَبْ        
 بعد حُجّـةٍ واستقـصاء      إلاّ—وهو الباء –بالثاني  
فدبّر ونظر  إلى الحروف كلِّهـا وذاقَهـا         ، النَّظَر

فصيَّر أولاها  ] الحلقفوجد مخرج الكلام كلّه من      [
 .دخَلَ حرف منها في الحلقبالابتداء أ

 

لفِ ثم  اها أنّه كان يَفْتَحُ فاه بالأ     وإنما كان ذَواقُه إيَّ   
 . ]اعْ ، اغْ  ، احْ، اتْ، ابْ[ نحـو . يظهِرُ الحرفَ 
فَجَعَلَهـا  . ف في الحَلْقِ    دخَلَ الحرو فَوَجَدَ العَيْنَ أ  

رفع حتى   فالأ ا الأرفع  الكتابِ ثمّ ما قَرُبَ منه     أوّلَ
 .خَرها وهو الميمأتَى على آ

 
 ،مَوْضِعَهائِلتَ عن كلمة وأردتَ أن تعرِف       سُفإن  

جَـدتَ منهـا    و فمهما. فانظُرْ إلى حُرُوف الكلمةِ   
. واحِدا في الكتاب المقدّم فهو في ذلـك الكتـاب         

 )٤٨ص (
  

 
 

 

Translation of the Treatise1 
 

1. Introduction2 (P. 47)  
 

In the Name of God the Kind, the Merciful3 
 

By praising God, we begin. By Him, we shall be 
guided. On Him, we depend. He is our lot and generous 
Provider. 

 
 

This is what §al-Khal§l Ibn A£mad of Basrah, may the 
mercy of God be on him, composed about  £uruwf ‘letters’ 
[A, b, t, ›], of what the Arabs spoke. It was a comprehensive 
account of the speech of the Arabs and their expressions, 
none of which had escaped his notice. His aim was for the 
Arabs to know that in their poetry, tales and speeches nothing 
deviated from what he composed. He set his mind to work on 
it, but he could not begin the composition at the beginning of 
[ A, b, t, ›] which is the §alif [A], because the §alif is a £arf 
mu¨tall ‘a weak letter’. When the first letter eluded him, he 
was loathe to begin with the second, which is the b~§ [b], 
except as a consequence of an argument and a far reaching 
vision. Consequently, he examined all the letters, organized 
and sampled them and found out that all speech exits from 
the £aln ‘throat’. So, he made the first one to begin with, the 
innermost one in the £aln ‘throat’. 
 
 
 

His manner of his sampling the letters was by opening 
his mouth with the §alif then pronouncing the letter, like: 
[~b], [~t], [~£], [~¨], [~(]. He found out that the ¨ayn [¨] was 
the innermost letter in the throat. So he made it the first in the 
book, and what was closer to it was placed higher, then 
higher until he came to the last one which is the miym [m]. 
 
 

 
If you were asked about a word and you wanted to 

know mawd¨i¨ah~ ‘its location’, you should look at the 
spelling of the word, whichever of its letters you find in the 
introductory book, then it is in that book. (P. 48) 
  

                                                 
1An earlier version of this treatise appeared in International Journal of 
the Islamic and Arabic Studies Vol. VIII (Sara, 1991) and printed here 
with the permission of the editor. 
2The subdivisions have been added to the text. 
3§al-Far~h§d§ (1980: pp. 47-60). 
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2. Measures.   §al-Khal§l reversed [A, b, t, ›] and put them 
according to maxragih~ ‘their exit’ from the £aln ‘throat’ in 
the following arrangement: 
 

 
[ ¨, £, h, x, (– n, k– g, š, d¨– s¨, s, z– t¨, d, t – ð¨, ›, ð – r, l, n 
– f, b, m – w, A, y –  hamzah].  
 
 

 
 

§abuw mu¨~ð ¨abdu §all~h bnu ¨~§id said that §al-
lay› bnu §al-muð¨affar bin nas¨r bin sayy~r told him about 
§al-Khal§l concerning all that is in this book.  
 
 

§al-lay› said §al-Khal§l said: speech of the Arabs is 
constructed of four classes: on the bi-radical, tri-radical, 
quadri-radical and quinque-radical. The bi-radical is of two 
letters like: nad ‘may’, lam ‘not’, hal ‘question marker’, law 
‘if’, bal ‘rather’ and similar ones, like function 
words/particles and prohibitions. 
  
 
 The tri-radical §af¨~l ‘actions’ are like your saying 
d¨araba ‘he struck’, xaraga ‘he exited’, daxala ‘he entered’ 
which are constructed of three letters.  
 

Tri-radical §asm~§’ names’ are  like: ¨umar ‘Umar’, 
gamal ‘camel’, šagar ‘trees’ which are constructed of three 
letters. 
 

 Quadri-radical §af¨~l ‘actions’ are like: da£raga ‘he 
tumbled’, hamlaga ‘ he ambled’, nart¨sa ‘he hit the target’ 
which are constructed of four letters.  
 

Examples of §asm~§ ‘names’ are like: ¨abnar 
‘wonderland’, ¨anrab ‘scorpion’, gundub ‘grasshopper’ and 
similar ones. 

 

 Quinque-radical §af¨~l ‘actions’ are like: §is£ankaka 
‘it became pitch dark’, §inša¨arra ‘he shivered’ , §is£anfara 
‘he continued’, §isbakarra   ‘It became fully grown’ which 
are constructed of five letters. (P. 49) 
 

Examples of §asm~§ ‘names’ are like: safargal 
‘quince’, hamargal ‘swift’, šamardal ‘good natured’, 
kanahbal ‘type of tree’, nara¨bal ‘a broad insect’, ¨anannal 
‘a great hill of intermingled sand’, naba¨›ar ‘huge’ and 
similar ones. 
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The §alif that is in §is£ankaka ‘it became pitch dark’ 
§inša¨arra ‘he shivered’, §is£anfara ‘he continued’ and 
§isbakarra ‘it became fully grown’ is not part of the original 
structure; rather these §alifs are prefixed to §af¨~l ‘actions’ 
and their likes in speech so that the§alif becomes a support 
and a ladder for the tongue to the letter of the structure, 
because the tongue is not released with the quiescent letters 
and it needs the connecting §alif. As for da£raga ‘he 
tumbled’ hamlaga ‘ he ambled’, nart¨sa ‘he hit the target’, 
there is no need for the §alif in them to serve as a ladder. God 
willing you will understand.  
 

 Know that the r~§ [r] in §inša¨arra ‘he shivered’, 
§isbakarra ‘It became fully grown’ is two [r]s, one is 
assimilated to the other and the gemination is a sign of 
assimilation. 
 

 §al-Khal§l said that the Arabs have neither §ism ‘a 
name’ nor fi¨l ‘an action’ structures with more than five 
letters. Wherever you find more than five letters in §ism ‘a 
name’ or in fi¨l ‘an action’ know that they are added to the 
structure and are not of the origin of the word: e.g. 
nara¨abl~na ‘a broad insect’. The original structure is 
nara¨bal, and the example of ¨ankabuwt ‘spider’, the origin 
is ¨ankab. 
 
 §al-Khal§l said that §ism ‘a name’ consists of no less 
than three letters: a letter to begin with, a letter to fill the 
word with and a letter to pause on. These are three letters. 
e,g. sa¨d ‘good fortune’, ¨umar ‘Umar’ and §asm~§ ‘names’ 
like them. It was begun with a ¨ayn [¨], the word was filled 
with a miym [m] and paused on a r~§ [r]. As for the cases like 
zayd ‘Zaid’ and kayd ‘deception’, the y~§ [y] is related but 
not to be counted/insignificant.(p. 50) 

 
 If you were to make bi-radical like  nad ‘maybe’, lam 
‘not’, hal ‘question marker’, law ‘if’, bal ‘rather’, a name,  
you would geminate them and say this is a written laww and 
this is a pretty script nadd. You added a w~w [w] to a w~w 
[w] and a d~l [d] to a d~l [d], thus you assimilated then 
geminated them. Gemination is a sign of assimilation in the 
third letter as in the saying of §abiy Zubayd §al-t¨~§iyy: 
 
layta ši¨riy wa§ayna minniy laytu 
     §inna laytan wa §inna lawwan ¨an~§u 
‘I wish I knew where layta is 
        Both laytan and lawwan are a pain.’ 
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He geminated lawwan when he made it §ism ‘a name’. 
 
Lay› said: I said to §abiy Dunayš:  
 hal laka fiy zubdin wa rut¨ab 
 ‘Do you want to have butter and fresh dates?’ 
 

And he answered: 
 §ašaddu §al-halli wa §aw£~hu 
 ‘Plenty of them and in abundance’ 
 

When he made §ism ‘a name’, he geminated the l~m [l].  
 

 He said §asm~§ ‘names’ may occur in speech with 
two letters, but their integrity and their meanings are based 
on three letters, e.g. yadin ‘hand’, damin ‘blood’,  famin 
‘mouth’. The third ðahaba ‘disappeared’ for the reason that 
they are quiescent and their nature is quiescence like the y~§ 
[y] of yaday ‘my hand’ and the y~§ [y] of damay ‘my blood’ 
at the end of the word. When tanwiyn ‘nunation [n]’ occurs 
quiescent, and is added to the quiescent letter, the tanwiyn 
‘nunation [n]’ gets confirmed because it is §i¨r~b ‘inflection’, 
but the quiescent letter ðahaba ‘disappeared’. If you want to 
know their true nature, then examine them in the gam¨ 
‘plural’ and the tas¨(iyr ‘diminutive’, as they say §aydiyhim 
‘their hands’ in the plural and yudayyah ‘little hand’ in the 
diminutive. This also occurs in the fi¨l ‘action’ as people say: 
damiyat yaduhu ‘his hand bled’. If you were to make fam 
‘mouth’ dual you would say: famaw~n ‘two mouths’. That 
which §al-ð~hibah ‘had disappeared’  from fam ‘mouth’ was 
a w~w [w]. 
 §al-Khal§l said that the origin of fam ‘mouth’ is 
fawahun, as you can see and the plural is §afw~h ‘mouths’ 
and the action is f~ha ‘he mouthed/spoke’ , yafuwhu ‘he 
mouths/speaks’, fawhan ‘mouth/voice’, if he were to open his 
mouth li-lkal~m ‘for speech’. (P. 51)  
 §abuw £amzah bnu Zar¨ah said that his saying yadun 
‘a hand’ has tanwiyn  ‘nunation [n]’ and he also mentioned 
that tanwiyn ‘nunation’ is §i¨r~b ‘inflection’. Rather, I said, 
tanwiyn ‘nunation’ is the d¨ammah ‘closure’ [u] and the 
kasrah ‘break [i]’ that accompanied d~l [d] in yad ‘hand’ in 
different forms, but tanwiyn ‘nunation [n]’ distinguishes 
between the §ism ‘name’ and the fi¨l ‘action’.  Don’t you see 
that you say taf¨alu ‘you act’ but you don’t find the 
occurrence of tanwiyn ‘nunation [n]’ at the end of the word. 
Don’t you see that you say ra§aytu yadaka ‘I saw your hand’ 
h~ðihi yaduka ‘this is your hand’ ¨agibtu min yadika ‘I 
wondered about  your hand’. You inflect the d~l [d] and 
tat¨ra£u ‘you drop’ the tanwiyn ‘nunation [n]’.   
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If tanwiyn ‘nunation [n]’ were the §i¨r~b ‘inflection’ it would 
not yasnut¨ ‘drop’.  As for his saying famw~n ‘two mouths’, 
he substituted the w~w [w] in place of §al-ð~hibah ‘the one 
that had disappeared’. §al-ð~hibah ‘ones that had 
disappeared’ are the h~§ [h] and the w~w [w] and they are 
next to f~§ [f]. Miym [m] entered as a replacement for them. 
W~w [w] in famawayn ‘two mouths’ entered by mistake, 
since the poet sees that the miym [m] is entered into the word, 
and sees §al-s~nit¨a ‘what has dropped’ from fam ‘mouth’ is 
after the miym [m], so he introduces a w~w [w] in the place 
from where he thinks it has dropped from and he errs. 
 
  

3. Exits.  §al-Khal§l says know that £uruwf §al-ðalan ‘the 
letters of fluency’ and šafawiyyah ‘labial letters’ are six and 
are [r, l, n, f, b, m]. These letters are called ðalanan ‘of 
fluency’ since §al-ðal~nah ‘ fluency’ in speech is with  t¨araf 
§al-lis~n ‘the edge of the tongue’ and §al-šafatayn ‘the two 
lips’, and they are the madragat~ ‘two levels’ for these six 
letters. Three of them are §al-ðalniyyah ‘laminal/of fluency’ 
[r, l, n] emitted from the ðaln §al-lis~n ‘laminum of the 
tongue’ at the t¨araf ‘edge’ of the (~r §al-fam‘hollow of the 
mouth’; and three are šafawiyyah ‘labial’ [f, b, m]. 
maxraguh~ ‘Their exit’ is between the šafatayn ‘two lips’, 
especially. The two lips are not involved in any £uruwf §al-
s¨i£~£ ‘strong letters’ except these three, only. (P. 52). §al-
lis~n ‘the tongue’ is not set free except in r~§ [r], l~m [l] and 
nuwn [n]. As to the rest of the letters, they are raised over the 
ð¨ahr §al-lis~n ‘surface of the tongue’, in the area inner to the 
›an~y~ ‘incisors’, from the maxrag ‘exit’ of t~§ [t] to the exit 
of šiyn [š], between the (~r §al-§a¨l~ ‘upper 
hollow/concavity’ and the ð¨ahr §al-lis~n ‘surface of the 
tongue’. The tongue is not involved in them except to the 
degree of the movement of the two layers. They do not 
deviate from the ð¨ahr §al-lis~n ‘surface of the tongue’ to the 
degree of the deviation of the r~§ [r], l~m [l] and nuwn [n]. 
As to the maxrag ‘exit’ of giym [g], n~f [n] and k~f [k], it is 
between the ¨ukdat §al-lis~n ‘root of the tongue’ and the 
lah~t ‘uvula’, at the extremity of the mouth. As for the exit of 
¨ayn [¨], h~§ [h], £~§ [£], x~§ [x] and (ayn [(], it is in the 
£aln ‘throat’. As to the exit of hamzah [§], it is at the 
extremity of the £aln ‘throat’. It is a mahtuwtah ‘tense’ and 
mad¨(uwt¨ah ‘constricted’ sound. If it were relaxed, it would 
soften and become a y~§ [y], a w~w [w] and an §alif [A] in a 
manner that is different from that of the £uruwf §al-s¨i£~£ 
‘strong letters’.  
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When the six letters are released and the lis~n ‘tongue’ is 
eased into them, it is easy for it in mant¨in ‘speech’, and they 
proliferate in word structures. There is no integral quinque-
radical word that is without them or some of them. 
 
 
 §al-Khal§l said if you were to come across a quadri-
radical or a quinque-radical word without §al-ðal~nah §aw 
šafawiyyah ‘laminal or labial letters’ and in that word there is 
not one or two of these letters, or more than that, know that, 
that word is mu£da›ah ‘made up’ and a mubtada¨ah 
‘neologism’ and is not part of the kal~m ‘speech’ of the 
Arabs, because you will not find anyone who hears a single 
quadri-radical or quinque-radical word of the kal~m ‘speech’ 
of the Arabs, except that he will have one, two or more of the 
§al-ðal~nah §aw šafawiyyah ‘laminal or labial’ letters in it. 
 
 
 §al-lay› said: I said what would §al-muwalladah §al- 
mubtada¨ah ‘a created and coined’ word, unmixed with any 
of these letters, be like?  He responded with examples like 
§al-kaša¨›ag and §al-xad¨a¨›ag and §al-kaša¨t¨ag and their 
likes. These creations are not allowed in the kal~m ‘speech’ 
of the Arabs because they do not include any of §al-ðal~nah 
§aw šafawiyyah ‘the laminal or labial’ letters. So do not 
accept any of them (P. 53) even if they are similar in 
expression and composition. The glib ones probably 
introduced to the people what is not of the speech of the 
Arabs in order to confuse and to obfuscate. 
 
 
 As to the spread out quadri-radical structure, the 
overwhelming majority of it is not without £uruwf §al-ðuln 
‘the laminal letters’ or some of them except about ten 
exceptional cases. Examples of these words are:  §al-¨asgad 
‘gold’, §al-nast¨uws ‘scale of justice’ §al-nud~£is ‘strong 
march’, §al-du¨šuwnah ‘small woman’ §al-hudu¨ah ‘quieted 
young camel’ §al-zuhzunah ‘loud laughter’ and they are 
explained in their places.  
 

 §abuw §a£mad £amzah bin Zar¨ah said it is as the 
poet said: 
 
wa du¨šuwnatun fiyh~ taranna£a dah›am 
             ta¨aššantuh~ laylan wa ta£tiy gul~hinu 
    
‘A small woman on her back, the rider sways 
     I am enamored of her at night with bows under me’ 
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There is no du¨šwunah nor gul~hinu in the kal~m 
‘speech’ of the Arabs, nor a word that begins with nara, and 
no language has ð¨~§ [ð¨] except Arabic, and no language has 
§al-tanawwuru is tanawwur in it. These words are without 
§al-ðuln ‘the laminal’ letters. That is why they are rare hence 
they are few. If they were without ¨ayn [¨] and n~f [n], they 
would be no good at all. However, ¨ayn  [¨] and n~f [n] do  
not enter a structure except to enhance it, because they are 
the freest of letters and with the greatest gars ‘ring’. If both 
or one of them occur  together in a structure, the structure 
improves due to their clarity. If the structure is §isman ‘a 
name’, it has a siyn [s] or a d~l [d] with the necessity of a 
¨ayn [¨] or a n~f [n], because a d~l [d] is softer than the 
stiffness of a t¨~§ [t¨] and its rigidity. (P. 54) It rises from the 
inaudibility of §al-t~§ [t]. It gets better. The circumstance of 
the exit of siyn [s] is between the exits of §al-s¨~d [s¨] and 
§al-z~y [z], in the same manner.  Whatever occurs of the 
spread out quadri-radical §ism ‘name’ without  §al-ðal~nah 
§aw šafawiyyah ‘the laminal or labial’ letters, it will not be 
without one of the two letters of §al-ðal~nah ‘fluency’ or 
both of them, or be without a siyn [s] or a d~l [d] or one of 
them. It is not detrimental if it violated the letters of §al-s¨utm 
‘non-throat’ letters. If you come across something like that, 
observe what is of Arabs’ creation and what is not of their 
creation. For example na¨›aga, na¨›ag and da¨›ag do not 
belong to any variety of Arabic, even if they are attributed to 
a most trustworthy informant, can not be denied. We have 
not heard of them. We, however, constructed them so that the 
authentic Arabic structures can be distinguished from the 
alien ones. 
 
 
 

As for the spread out quadri-radical, denuded of §al-
ðuln ‘laminal’ letters, it is constructed speech, e.g. dahd~n 
‘stirring the pot’ and zahz~n ‘laughing derisively’ and their 
likes. The occurrence of the h~§ [h] and the d~l [d] which are 
similar to the obligatory ¨ayn [¨] or n~f [n] adds to their 
acceptance. They preferred §al-h~§ [h] in this case for its 
lenity and delicacy. §al-h~§ [h] is an unobstructed breath.  
 
 

Even if the constructed £ik~yah ‘imitation’ is not 
without  §al-ðuln ‘laminal’ letter, it will not be harmful 
whether §al-h~§ [h] is included in it or not. For example, §al-
(at¨mat¨ah ‘clashing of waves’ and its likes. 
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£ik~yah ‘imitation’ is no more than that  the letter of s¨adrih~ 
‘its onset’ is in agreement with the s¨adr ‘onset’ of what is  
added to the rest of it. It is as though they added [dh] to [dn] 
and they combined the two together. Were it not that the 
letters that occur in both were similar, they would not be 
acceptable constructions, since quadri-radical  constructions 
are either constructed or reduplicated.  
 
 
 

As for the constructed ones, they are as I described 
them for you. They are rare and few. If hu¨xu¨ were part of 
£ik~yah ‘imitation’, it would be permitted (P, 55) on the 
analogy of the structure of Arabic composition, even if x~§ 
[x] is after the ¨ayn [¨], because £ik~yah imitation’ is tolerant 
of constructed creations, what others do not tolerate in 
expressing the meaning of the construction. Since hu¨xu¨ is a 
special §ism ‘name’, as some say, but it is unknown to most 
people of vision and knowledge. It is rejected and it is not 
accepted.  

 
 

As for §al-£ik~yah §al-mud¨~¨afah ‘reduplicative 
imitation’, it has the status of s¨als¨alah ‘clang’ and zalzalah 
‘shake/rumble’ and their likes. People are duped by the 
beauty of the motion as they are duped by the gars ‘ring’ of 
the sound. They reduplicate so §al-£ik~yah ‘the imitation’ 
goes on according to the appearance of §al-tas¨riyf ‘the 
derivation’. 

 

In §al-mud¨~¨af ‘reduplicative’ style of imitations and 
others, the last two letters are similar to its first two letters 
and that structure is favored by the Arabs. Its use is 
permissible in creating words of all that occurs in §al-s¨a£iy£ 
wa §al-mu¨tall ‘the strong and the weak’, from the §al-ðuln 
wa §al-s¨utm ‘the laminals, the free and non-throat’ letters. It 
is related to the bi-radical because it reduplicates it. Don’t 
you see that during speech the speakers utter s¨als¨alata §al-
lig~mi ‘clang of the bridle ‘ and says s¨als¨ala §al-lig~mu ‘the 
bridle clanged’. If he so wished, he could have said s¨alla ‘it 
clanged’ reducing by one and be satisfied with it or repeating 
it twice or three times like: s¨al s¨al s¨al or do whatever else 
appeals to him. (P. 56) 
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It is permissible in £ik~yat §al-mud¨~¨afah ‘the 
reduplicative imitation’ what is not permissible in the 
creation of other words. Don’t you see that if the d¨~d [d¨] 
and the k~f [k] are joined, one begins with the d¨~d [d¨] and 
says d¨k. This is a composition that is not acceptable in the 
formation of §asm~§ ‘ names’ or §af¨~l ‘actions’, unless there 
is a separation between its two letters with one or more 
obligatory letters like d¨ank ‘hardship’, d¨a£k ‘laughter’ and 
similar ones. This is permissible in the reduplicative as in 
d¨akd¨~ka ‘stillness of the flesh’ of women.  The 
reduplicative permits the minimum and the maximum of 
separators between §a¨g~z ‘codas’ and §al-s¨uduwr ‘onsets’ 
of words and other than that. 

 
 The Arabs derive, in much of their speech, §al-
mud¨~¨afah ‘the reduplicative’ structures from the structure 
of the tri-radical that is rendered heavy by the two 
reduplicated letters and from the mu¨tall ‘weak’ tri-radical. 
Don’t you see that they say s¨alla §al-lig~mu ‘the bridle 
clanged’, yas¨illu ‘it clangs’, s¨aliylan ‘clanging’. If you were 
to speak like that, you would say s¨alla ‘it clanged’.By 
lengthening the l~m [l] and rendering it heavy. You lightened 
it in s¨als¨alah ‘clanging’, and all these are the sounds of the 
bridle. Heaviness is length and reduplication is a return that 
lightens.  Since it consists of two letters, it is not considered 
li-ltas¨riyf ‘for derivation’ until it is reduplicated or rendered 
heavy, and in most cases it comes out in accordance with 
what I described for you. And many of them are different, as 
in your saying s¨arra §al-gundubu s¨ariyran ‘the grasshopper 
creaked creakingly’. S¨ars¨ara  §al-§axt¨abu s¨ars¨aratan ‘the 
hawk screeched screechingly’. It is as though they confused 
the sound of the locust with length, and that of §axt¨ab 
‘hawk’ with return to the expanded form. And examples of 
that are many and varied. (P. 57)  
 
 As to what is derived from the reduplicated of the tri-
radical of the weak forms, it is as the saying of §al-¨agg~g: 
 
  wa law §anaxn~ gam¨ahum tanaxnaxuw 

‘If we were to make the camels kneel, they 
would kneel with an ~x-~x sound’ 

 
and he said in another verse: 
 
  li-fa£lin~ §in sarrahu §al-tanawwuxu 
  ‘For our beast if it liked the kneeling’ 
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If he so wished, he could have said in the first verse: law 
§anaxn~ gam¨ahum tanawwaxuw, but he derived §al-
tanawwux from tanawwaxn~h~ and tanawwaxat, and he 
derived §al-tanaxnuxa from §anaxn~h~ because §an~xa, 
when it comes lightened, it is better to take out of it the weak 
letter and then reduplicate the remaining two letters as in 
tanaxnaxn~ tanaxnuxan, and when it is rendered heavy, the 
w~w [w] is lengthened and confirmed in tanawwux. So, 
understand 
 
 
4. Locales. §al-lay› said, §al-Khal§l said: in Arabic there 
are twenty nine letters. Twenty five of which are s¨i£~£ 
‘strong’ and have §a£y~zan ‘locales’  and mad~rig ‘levels’ 
and four of which are guwf ‘cavity’ letters, which are: the 
w~w [w], the y~§ [y],  §al-§alif §al-layyinah ‘the soft §alif’ 
and §al-hamzah [§]. They are called gawfan ‘of cavity’ 
because they exit out of the gawf ‘cavity’ and they do not 
pertain to a madrag ‘level’ of the tongue, nor to any madrag 
‘level’ in the £aln ‘throat’, nor to a madrag ‘level’ at the 
lah~t ‘uvula’. They are, rather, hurtled in the haw~§ ‘air’ and 
they have no place to be referred to except the cavity. He 
used to say frequently: the soft §alif, the  w~w [w] and the y~§ 
[y] are haw~§ iyyah ‘airy’, that is, in the haw~§ ‘air’. 
 
 §al-Khal§l said: the farthest of all letters is the ¨ayn 
[¨], then the £~§ [£]. Were it not for the harshness of £~§ [£] 
it would be similar to ¨ayn [¨], due to the proximity of its exit 
to that of ¨ayn [¨]. Then the h~§ [h]. Were it not for the h-
ness of the h~§ [h], one time he said hahhah, it would be 
similar to the £~§ [£], due to the proximity of the exit of the 
h~§ [h] to the £~§ [£]. These are three letters in one locale, 
some are higher than (P.58) others. Then §al-x~§ [x] and §al-
(ayn [(] are in one locale. All of then are £alniyyah ‘of the 
throat’.  Then §al-n~f [n] and §al-k~f [k] are lahawiyyat~n 
‘two uvulars’. The k~f [k] is higher. Then §al-giym [g], §al-
šiyn [š] and §al-d¨~d [d¨] in one locale. Then §al-s¨~d [s¨], 
§al-siyn [s] and §al-z~y [z] in one locale. Then §al-t¨~§ [t¨], 
§al-d~l [d] and §al-t~§ [t] in one locale. Then the §al-ð¨~§ 
[ð¨], §al-ð~l [ð] and §al-›~§ [›] in one locale. Then §al-r~§ 
[r], §al-l~m [l] and §al-nuwn [n] in one locale. Then §al-f~§ 
[f], §al-b~§ [b] and miym [m] in one locale. Then §al-§alif 
[A], §al-w~w [w] and §al-y~§ [y] in one locale and the 
hamzah [§] in the air. It has no locale to be  related to.  
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§al-lay› said: §al-Khal§l said §al-¨ayn [¨], §al-£~§ [£], 
(§al-h~§ [h]),§al-x~§ [x] and §al- (ayn [(] are  £alniyyah ‘of 
the throat’ because their origin is from the  £aln ‘throat’. §al-
n~f [n] and §al-k~f [k] are lahawiyyat~n ‘two uvulars’ 
because their origin is §al-lah~t ‘the uvula’. §al-giym [g], §al-
šiyn [š] and §al-d¨~d [d¨] are šagriyyah ‘of velo-palatal’ 
because their origin is from the šagr ‘opening ‘to the mouth, 
that is the mafrag ‘outlet’ of the mouth. §al-s¨~d [s¨], §al-siyn 
[s] and §al-z~y [s] are §asaliyyah ‘of the apex’ because their 
origin is from §asalati §al-lis~n ‘apex of the tongue’, which 
is the thinning edge of the tongue’.  §al-t¨~§ [t¨], §al-d~l [d] 
and §al-t~§ [t] are nit¨¨iyyah ‘of the palate’ because their 
origin is from the ni¨t¨’‘the hard palate’ of the upper (~r 
‘hollow/cavity’.  §al-ð¨~§ [ð¨], §al-ð~l [ð] and §al-›~§ [›] are 
li››awiyyah ‘of the ginges/interdentals’ because their origin 
is from the li››ah ‘ginges’. §al-r~§ [r], §al-l~m [l] and §al-
nuwn [n] are ðalniyyah ‘of the laminae’ because their origin 
is from ðuln ‘laminum’ of the tongue and it is the limits of 
the edges of the tongue.  §al-f~§ [f], §al-b~§ [b] and §al-miym 
[m] are šafawiyyah ‘of the lips’, one time he said šafahiyyah,  
because their origin is from the šafah ‘lip’. §al-y~§ [y], §al-
w~w [w], §al-§alif [A], and  the hamzah [§] are haw~§iyyah 
‘of the air’ in one locale since nothing is connected to them. 
So every £arf ‘letter’ has been associated with its relative 
status and from the position from which it begins.  
 
5. Arrangement. §al-Khal§l used to call miym [m] 
mut¨banah ‘covered’ because it covers the mouth when it is 
uttered. The forms of the letters out of which Arabic is 
formed, which are twenty nine, are as follows: [¨, £, h, x, (, 
n, k, g, š, d¨, s¨, s, z, t¨, d, t, ð¨, ð, ›, r, l, n, f, b, m]. These are 
§al-£uruwf §al-s¨i£~£ ‘the strong letters’. And [w, A, y] 
makes twenty nine letter, and out of which are created the 
structures of the kal~m ‘speech’ of the Arabs. ( P. 59) 
 
 
 
 

 §al-lay› said: §al-Khal§l said know that a bi-radical 
word can display two facets like: 1. nad, 2. dan; 1. šad , 2. 
daš. A tri-radical can display six facets called sexitacial like: 
1. d¨arab, 2. d¨abar, 3. barad¨, 4. bad¨ar, 5.rad¨ab, 6. rabad¨. 
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A quadri-radical word can display twenty four facets 
like: 1. ¨anrab, 2.¨abran, 3. ¨anbar, 4. ¨abnar, 5.¨arnab, 6. 
¨arban, 7. na¨rab, 8. nab¨ar, 9. nabra¨, 10. nar¨ab, 11. 
narba¨, (12. na¨bar).4 13. ra¨nab, 14. ra¨ban, 15. ran¨ab,  
16. ranba¨, 17. rabna¨, 18. rab¨an, 19. ba¨nar, 20. ba¨ran, 
21. ba n¨ar, 22. banra¨, 23. bar¨an, 24. barna¨ . 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A quinque-radical word can display one hundred and 
twenty facets, that is, because its five letters are multiplied by 
the number of facets of the quadri-radical which comes to 
twenty four letters, which results in one hundred and twenty 
facets, few of which are used and the majority of which are 
ignored, they are like: 1.safargal, 2.safarlag, 3.safagral, 
4.sagafral, 5.sagarlaf, 6.sarafgal, 7.saragfal, 8.salagraf, 
9.salrafag, 10. salfarag, 11. sagfalar, 12. sarfalag, 13. 
sagfaral, 14.salfagar, 15.sargalaf, 16. sagralaf, 17. saraglaf, 
18. saglafar,  etc. 

 
 
 
 
 

 The explanation of the s¨a£iy£ ‘strong’ tri-radical is 
that it consist of three letters among which there is no w~w 
[w], no y~§ [y], and no §al-§alif layyinah ‘soft §alif’ and no 
hamzah [§] in the original structure, since these letters are 
called £uruwf §al-¨illah ‘letters of weakness’. (P. 60) 
Whenever a word is preserved out of three letters of these 
letters  then it is a s¨a£iy£ ‘strong’ tri-radical. For example: 
d¨araba ‘he struck’ xaraga ‘he exited’, daxala ‘he entered’. 
And the mu¨tall ‘weak’ tri-radical for example: d¨ar~ ‘he 
bled’ d¨ariya ‘he was greedy’, d¨aruwa ‘puppy of a hound’, 
xal~ ‘to be empty’, xaliya ‘he cut’, xaluwa ‘it became empty’ 
because to the first two letters are added an §alif, or a w~w 
[w] or a y~§ [y]. So, understand. 
 
 

 

                                                 
4The missing unit form the n-sexitacial. 
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 §al-Khal§l said: we began this, our book, with §al-
¨ayn [¨] which is the farthest of the letters and we will add to 
it what follows until we encompass fully the speech of the 
Arabs, both the w~d¨i£ ‘clear’ and the (ariyb 
‘strange/exotic’. We began the structures with the 
reduplicative because it is the easiest on the tongue and the 
shortest approach for the one with understanding.  
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The chart below reflects §al-Khal§l’s classification of the sounds of Arabic: 
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LETTER /£arf/  LOCALE /£ayyiz/ EXIT /maxrag/ 

Throat /£aln/   ¨, £ ,h ,x , ( 

Uvula /lah~h/   n , k  

Soft-palate /šagr/  g, š, ‹  

Apex /§asalah/      Õ , s , z 

Alveolum /niÛ¨/    Û , d ,t 

Gingiva /li22ah/    p ,2 , ð 

Laminae /ðalan/   r, l , n 

 
    S 
 
    T 
 
    R 
 
    O 
 
    N 
 
    G 
 
strong /Õa£§£/ 

Lips /Iafah/         f, b , m 

W eak /mu¨tal/  Cavity/air /haw~§/  w, A ,y ,¨ 
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